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 animals and using it in a variety of exhibitions. It was released in November 2019 for Microsoft Windows, OS X and Linux. Gameplay The player has the opportunity to create and manage a dinosaur park and exhibit, where their dinosaurs can be shown to the public. The player can use a variety of different exhibits, such as a man-made water park, a dinosaur museum, and a rock-climbing wall. Each
exhibit has different dinosaurs that are suitable for it. Release The game was released on November 14, 2019, and can be downloaded from the Steam website. It is the first video game to be released by the Ludum Dare Game Jam. The idea for the game originated from Ludum Dare 41, the theme for which was "Dinosaur", and the game was designed to be a challenge to the players to create and
develop a dinosaur-focused video game. Reception MyParkasaurus has received very positive reviews from critics. Reiley McClenahan, writing for Massively Overwhelming, said that the game "feels polished, cohesive and user-friendly" and that "the game manages to make a lot of sense." He goes on to say that the game's visuals are "beautifully crafted" and the dinosaurs have a "slight sense of

personality and character". McClenahan also praises the game's mechanics, saying that the "game controls are simple and responsive, and even the animal husbandry aspect of the game is easy to grasp." However, McClenahan does criticize the game for its lack of a story mode. Elyon's Simon Dietrich feels that the game is "as close to perfect as you can get" and that "the art style really sets the scene."
Dietrich goes on to say that the game has "a nice presentation" and that it "is free from many annoyances" found in other games. Dietrich recommends the game for both newcomers and those already experienced in video games. Sequel A sequel, MyParkasaurus: King of the Dinosaurs, is planned for release in 2020. The game will feature new dinosaurs, new building types, and a story mode.
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